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We consider the transmission of classical information over a quantum channel by two senders.
The channel capacity region is shown to be a convex hull bound by the Von Neumann entropy and
the conditional Von Neumann entropy. We discuss some possible applications of our result. We also
show that our scheme allows a reasonable distribution of channel capacity over two senders.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In quantum information theory, a basic question often presented is how eciently can one transmit classical in-
formation over a quantum channel. [1{3] Because of the non-orthogonality of quantum states, the channel capacity is
dierent from that of a classical channel. [4,5] Recently, this question has attracted new attention due to the rapid
progress in quantum information theory. In particular, a theorem is established that the maximum attainable rate
of asymptotically error free transmission of classical information over a quantum channel is precisely the Holevo
bound. [6{8,11]
In this paper, we consider the transmission of classical information by two senders to a common receiver. The
scheme can be viewed as a quantum multiple access channel, which is the quantum analogy of classical multiple
access channel. [5] Suppose two senders, Alice and Bob, are given an ensemble of letter states jαβi, where α, β can be
drawn from two alphabet sets: HA = fαg and HB = fβg, while Alice is allowed to choose the letter α, Bob is allowed
to choose the letter β. Then the letter state is sent to the receiver, Charlie, who subjects it to a measurement to
determine which letters Alice and Bob have chosen. Suppose pαpβ is a product probability distribution of the letter























We can see HA, HB  H (ρ) from the concavity of Von Neumann entropy [9]. A code ((M,N) , l) con-
sists of M α-letter sequences and N β-letter sequences of length l, and together they form MN code words
fjSiji : i = 1, 2,    ,M ; j = 1, 2,    , Ng, with each α-letter sequence and β-letter sequence combined. We assume
the MN code words have the same probability 1MN . A rate (R1, R2) is said to be achievable if there exists a sequence








codes for which Charlie can decode the message by a measurement with error probability PE ! 0
when n tends to innity. The capacity region of the multiple access channel is the closure of the set of achievable
(R1, R2) rate pairs. The following theorem is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1 The capacity region of a quantum multiple access channel is the closure of the convex hull of all
(R1, R2) satisfying
R1 < HA, R2 < HB, R1 +R2 < H (ρ) (2)
for some product distribution pαpβ on HA HB.
Thus HA, HB is an analogy of classical conditional mutual information. [5] Our result provides an information-
theoretical interpretation of the conditional Von Neumann entropy.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe some useful properties which are necessary to the proof.
In Section 3 and 4, we prove the achievability of this theorem. In Section 5, we prove the converse theorem. Finally,
in Section 6, we discuss some applications of the theorem.
II. SOME USEFUL PROPERTIES
We rst prove a lemma about conditional Von Neumann entropy.
Lemma 1 pαpβ is a xed product distribution, then
HA +HB  H (ρ) (3)




pαpβ jαβi hαβj ⊗ jiαi hiαj ⊗ jjβi hjβ j









pαpβ jαβi hαβj ⊗ jjβi hjβ j





+ H (ρ)  H (ρRS + H (ρRT 
It can be easily seen that
ρRST = H (pαpβ) = H (pα) +H (pβ)
ρRS = H (pα) +HB
ρRT = H (pβ) +HA
where H (pαpβ), H (pα) and H (pβ) are Shannon entropies. Thus, we have
HA + HB  H (ρ)














is also achievable, for any 0  λ  1. The idea is the time sharing scheme.








, we can construct a third code book at the








by using the rst code book for the rst λn symbols and the second for the
remaining (1− λ)n symbols. Since the overall probability of error is less than the sum of the probability of error for
each of the segments, the probability of error of the new code approaches zero, the rate is achievable.
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For a xed product distribution pαpβ, since HA +HB  H (ρ)  HA or HB, according to the convexity of capacity
region, we need only to prove (H (ρ)−HB, HB) and (HA, H (ρ)−HA) are achievable rates in order to prove all rate
pair satisfying Eq.(2) is achievable. We will do this in Section 3 and 4.
There is a useful inequality in bounding the decoding error. Suppose j1i, j2i are subnormalized quantum states,
then
jh1j3ij  jh2j3ij+ j(h1j − h2j) j3ij
 jh2j3ij+ph3j3iph1j1i+ h2j2i − h1j2i − h2j1i
 jh2j3ij+ph3j3ip2− h1j2i − h2j1i
therefore




2− h1j2i − h2j1i (4)
where j3i is not necessarily subnormalized. This inequality implies that if h1j3i and h1j2i are close to unity, then h2j3i
is also close to unity.
III. COMPOUND MEASUREMENT
As noted in previous sections, we only need to prove (H (ρ)−HB, HB) is achievable rate. We use a, b, ... to index








Pa′ jSaa′ i hSaa′ j
Then ρa has a complete orthonormal set of eigenstates, which we denote as jtaki, and a corresponding set of
eigenvalues pkja. Let ε, δ > 0. Then we can nd a length L long enough to enforce some typicality conditions.
Noticing that the quantity H (ρ) −HB is the Holevo information of the ensemble fpα, ραg, it was proved in Ref. [7]
that Alice can choose M = 2L(H(ρ)−HB−δ) strings, so that the decoder can distinguish the eigenstates of the mixed
states ρa by a POVM(Positive Operator Value Measurement). Suppose j~uaki h~uakj are the elements of the decoding
POVM. Then for every string a, the probability of right guess isX
k
pkja jh~uakjtakij2 > 1− ε (5)
Denote a as the projection onto the subspace of vector jtaki satisfying
2−L(HB+δ) < pkja < 2−L(HB−δ) (6)
Because the POVM element j~uaki = 0 when pkja doesn’t satisfy Eq.(6), and
P
ak








  2−L(HB−3δ) (8)
We choose the M strings described above as Alice’s signal strings and we will use random code to select Bob’s signal
strings.












j~uaki h~uakj, Aa is a decoding POVM element, which will be the decoder’s rst measurement.
Suppose the result of the rst measurement is string a, then the decoder’s second measurement will be the so called




~ηa′ jaED~ηa′ ja is the element of the POVM. Together these two measurements form a compound measurement. The
probability of error is




D~ηa′ jaAa jSaa′ i2
we denote










Denote the random code average by "hic". The random code is averaged over Bob’s codes. We will prove hPEaic < 8ε
for every string a.
IV. BOB’S RANDOM CODES

























2− hSaa′ jAa jSaa′ i − hSaa′ jAya jSaa′ i
 1
2
 Ω1 − Ω2










2− hSaa′ jAa jSaa′ i − hSaa′ jAya jSaa′ i
 1
2 .
According to Schwarz inequality, ph1− PEaic  〈p1− PEac hΩ1ic − hΩ2ic
We deal with hΩ1ic and hΩ2ic respectively. The calculation of hΩ1ic is the same as in Ref. [6], it was proved by
using Eqs.(6,7,8), namely
hΩ1ic  1 − ε − N  2−L(HB−3δ)
Next, we examine term Ω2. First, we notice that




a jSaa′ i hSaa′ ja. The dimension of the subspace is less than N , which we denote as Y , then
































(hSaa′ jAa +Aya jSaa′ i
Averaged over Bob’s code, then

















ph1− PEaic > 1−3ε−N2−L(HB−3δ), then we choose N = 2L(HB−4δ). When L is large, we haveph1− PEaic >







The average probability of error is small, so Bob can nd a particular code for which PE < 8ε, thus complete the
proof of the achievability of the theorem.
V. ABOUT THE CONVERSE THEOREM
Denote E as the closure of the convex hull of all (R1, R2) satisfying Eq.(2). Suppose Alice and Bob can send







code in which the code words are jSaa′ i. Suppose Charlie can decode the signals
asymptotically error free, then when l is suciently large we have the inequality
R1 +R2  1l I (Charlie : Alice ,Bob)
R1  1l I (Charlie : Alice jBob)
R2  1l I (Charlie : Bob jAlice)
(9)

















M jSaa′ i hSaa′ j
and their Von Neumann entropies by Hcode, Hacode, H
a′
code. According to Holevo theorem
[3], the mutual information
is bound by Von Neumann entropies:
I (Charlie : Alice ,Bob)  Hcode













Let E be the ensemble of letter states that appear as rst letters in the code words, we then have a product
distribution, we can dene an entropy H(1) and the conditional entropy H(1)A and H
(1)






B for each position k = 1, 2,    , l in the code words. According to the subadditivity of Von Neumann
entropy [9], we have
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code  H(1)B +   +H(l)B
(11)
From Eqs.(9,10,11) combined, we have
R1 +R2  1l
(











B +   +H(l)B
 (12)
Denote H = 1l
lP
k=1
























E , k = 1, 2,    , l. According to the convexity of E , we know (H −HB , HB) and (HA, H −HA) is also in E . Ac-
cording to Eq.(3), all (R1, R2) satisfying Eq.(12) form a rectangle with an angle cut o, of which (H −HB, HB) and
(HA, H −HA) are the two outmost vertices. It follows that it must be (R1, R2) 2 E . Thus complete the proof of the
converse of the theorem.
VI. SOME INTERPRETATIONS AND APPLICATIONS OF THE THEOREM
The above theorem provides some intriguing quantum communication schemes, which can be viewed as a generalized
superdense coding scheme. The superdense coding scheme proposed by Bennet and Wiesner [10] dealt with two-partite
communication, but here we will deal with three-partite communication. Suppose Alice and Bob want to send classical
information to Charlie by N -state quantum systems. If Alice and Bob send message independently, they can send
log2N bits per system. But we suppose Alice and Bob initially share a considerable supply of N -state entanglement,
how can they expand their channel capacity? Note that Alice and Bob may be at two distant locations, so each must
encode his/her messages independently of the other by a predetermined code.
Suppose the initial state Alice and Bob shared is ρ0 = jψi hψj, then Alice and Bob’s part of the density matrix








, which can be used to measure the entanglement
between Alice and Bob’s systems. Alice and Bob can perform a unitary transformation on his/her systems, then they
convey the systems to Charlie respectively. Suppose Alice and Bob can send information at a rate (R1, R2), then
according to our theorem, it must be
R1 + R2  2 log2N
R1  log2N +HE
R2  log2N +HE (13)
Note that all (R1, R2) satisfying Eq.(13) can be achieved with Alice and Bob’s ensembles of transformation, including
all permutations of Schmidt basis states of the initial state jψi, rotations of the relative phases of these states, and
the combination of the two cases.
This is useful, because the amount of information Alice and Bob want to send to Charlie may be dierent, if Alice
has more information than Bob to send, we can adopt a code that increases Alice’s channel capacity at the sacrice
of Bob’s. This then allows us to distribute the channel capacity between two users properly, without the waste of
entanglement. From Eq.(13) we see Alice can send information at the maximum rate of (log2N +HE) bits per system.
In this case, our scheme reduced to the two-partite superdense coding between Alice and Charlie, while Bob can still
send information to Charlie at the rate of (log2N −HE).
VII. CONCLUSION
The result in this paper has opened the way to exploit the capacity of some multi-partite communication schemes
over quantum channels. This method will be useful in future works to study some more general network communi-
cations over quantum channels. But, so far, we have assumed that when Alice and Bob send a letter jαβi, the state
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arrives at Charlie’s end is unchanged. In many practical applications, however, the channel may introduce noise, and
the signal will arrive in some mixed state ραβ . It is natural then to ask what is the channel capacity in this case. This
question may be answered in future works.
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